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Abstract Consumers’ preferences coupled with

available fishing technology determine fisheries’ har-

vests and impacts on the ecosystem. In this paper, I

investigate the effects of unintended catch, or bycatch,

on consumption decisions and harvests. To this end, a

multi-species coupled ecosystem economy model

including consumer preferences is extended to also

include bycatch in harvesting. The resulting equilibria

and dynamics of the model are solved analytically.

This allows demonstration of the effects of bycatch not

only on the ecosystem, which are comparatively well

researched, but also on the economic actors harvesting

and consuming fish stocks. The main results, besides

replicating the finding that bycatch can increase

harvesting mortality, are that even strong bycatch

may have no effects on stocks and that the harvesting

economy may change dramatically depending on

bycatch intensity. Therefore, bycatch should indeed

be taken into account in the economic modelling of

fisheries. Furthermore, understanding the interrelation

of bycatch and market forces is essential in designing

overarching policy where economic effects, such as

changing employment, need to be considered while

also ensuring sustainable use of the ecosystem.

Keywords Fishery economics � Modelling �
Dynamics � Equilibria � Bio-economic systems

Introduction

The behaviour of human actors is one of the key

challenges in sustainable management of ecosystems

and especially fisheries management. One of the goals

of environmental economics is to develop a better

understanding of the interrelation of human behaviour

and ecosystem dynamics. With regard to fisheries, this

concerns not only the behaviour of fishers, the

suppliers on the markets for fish products, but also

consumers, the demand side on these markets. These

issues are further complicated by imperfect selectivity

in harvesting in the fishing process. This unintended

catch of other species besides the target species is

called bycatch in the following. To better understand

the direct and indirect effects that bycatch has on

harvesting rates, economic variables and long run

stock levels, a model is developed which includes
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bycatch in harvesting in addition to interaction

between species within the ecosystem and consumer

demand.

Imperfect selectivity is investigated in e.g. Niem-

inen et al. (2012) and Skonhoft et al. (2012). While

the catch of fish which are too young or otherwise too

small to be economically attractive are also often

considered as bycatch (Davies et al., 2009), these are

not included in the following analysis, focussing

instead only on the marketable catch. The choice of the

fishing vessel, gear and the choice of the fishing area

can influence the species composition of the catch but

perfect selectivity is seldom possible in practice.

Additionally, achieving higher selectivity is generally

assumed to be costly (Abbott & Wilen, 2009; Singh &

Weninger, 2009). However, the fisher may not always

be aiming to minimize the catch of other species as

these may also have market value. This is especially

the case for multi-species fishery, where the simulta-

neous catch of multiple species is the goal and not

something to be avoided. In the model presented in

this paper, all catch, targeted and bycatch, is landed

and sold on the market. This is enforced by the goods

market clearing condition, i.e. there is no waste,

everything that is produced has to be consumed.

The effect that bycatch has on the ecosystem is

difficult to estimate. This is due to the unreliability of

self reported data by fishers and the stochastic nature

of bycatch. A number of studies have been performed

in order to estimate bycatch amounts (Hall et al.,

2000; Lewison et al., 2004; Harrington et al., 2005;

Davies et al., 2009). Davies et al. (2009) estimate that

on a global scale 40% of total fishing mortality is due

to bycatch, while stating that the true value is likely to

be even larger. The mortality of the fish caught as

bycatch depends on a number of factors, such as air

exposure and temperature changes (Davis, 2002). In

any case, it is not small enough to be safely ignored.

A problem that arises in conjunction with bycatch is

that fishers may have incentives to discard part of their

catch at sea. This may either be in order to avoid

exhausting quotas or other management measures

enforced at port or to continue fishing, increasing the

average value of the fish in the hold. While the

implications of discarding by fishers have been studied

and shown to be important (e.g. Boyce, 1996; Herrera,

2005), such behaviour is omitted in the model used for

this paper in order to keep the analysis tractable.

However, the model results are discussed with the

possibility of discarding in mind. One measure to

reduce the amount of bycatch and hence the over-

harvesting of non-target species is to ban discarding of

bycatch harvests, and sufficiently monitoring compli-

ance. Thereby all fishing mortality becomes subject to

existing management measures. One example of such

a measure being implemented is the recent ban on

discards by the European Union (Borges, 2015). In

effect, the model used in this paper is formulated with

the implicit assumption that such a ban on discards is

in effect and perfect compliance has been achieved.

Hence, the model results show the full economic

effects of the additional harvests through bycatch.

The behaviour of fishers and the incentives gov-

erning them have been investigated by a number of

authors (e.g. Boyce, 1996; Singh & Weninger, 2009),

demonstrating that it is important to take the harvest-

ing process into account when designing policy

measures, if they are to be incentive compatible.

Management approaches discussed in the literature

include transferable or vessel specific quotas, landing

taxes, gear specific taxes and licensing fees. The effect

of transferable quotas is investigated in Boyce (1996),

where outcomes under management with transferable

quotas are compared to the case without any manage-

ment, for a single period of harvesting. It is found that

the optimal solution can only be achieved if both the

target and bycatch species are managed using quotas.

In a similar setting, Abbott & Wilen (2009) investigate

the individual incentives of fishermen using a game

theoretic approach, finding that the policy decision

maker is quite restricted in their decision making if

large amounts of discards are to be avoided. Herrera

(2005) makes the point that in a quata system, bycatch

should not be interpreted as a production externality

but rather as a stochastic risk that the fishermen need to

take into account. Furthermore, discarding of bycatch

by fishermen is expensive to observe for the decision

maker, leading to information asymmetry and moral

hazards. Herrera analyses the effect of taxes, trip limits

and value-based quotas, and finds that taxes welfare

dominate both other types of management. The effect

of transferable quotas versus fixed quotas is investi-

gated by Holland (2010) with a focus on rare

stochastic bycatch events. In this context, purchasing

additional bycatch quota can be seen as a form of

insurance, allowing the fisher to continue operating

after a bycatch event occurs. Holland explores the

effects that quota markets have on fishers’ profits as
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well as risks compared to fixed quota allocation.

Furthermore, he explores how the risks can be reduced

with market insurance and pooling approaches, which

are reported to be quite common even though they are

not always formally agreed upon.

However, the incentives that fishers face are not

entirely controlled by policy considerations, but

strongly dependent on the prices for fish products on

the goods markets. Therefore, if the behaviour of

fishers is to be modelled, these markets should also be

included. A key result of previous research that

includes the consumers is the identification of the

significant effect that consumer preferences have on

the dynamics and equilibria of the ecosystem

(Baumgärtner et al., 2011). The consumer preferences

for diversity in consumption of fish, in particular, may

cause sequential collapse of ecologically independent

species (Quaas & Requate, 2013). This would be

unexpected for an observer not aware of the economic

actors. These results are a strong argument for

ecosystem-based management approaches (Möllmann

et al., 2014) and for taking human behaviour into

account.

To investigate the combined effects of bycatch,

fisher behaviour and consumer preferences on fish

stocks, it is necessary to include bycatch as well as

consumer preferences in the model. The coupled

ecosystem economy models used in Baumgärtner

et al. (2011) and Quaas & Requate (2013) but also in

others (e.g. Derissen et al., 2011; Quaas et al., 2013)

include consumer preferences, fishers and ecosystem

stocks, but fisheries are simplified in such a way that

each target species can be harvested perfectly inde-

pendently of the other species present. These models

have been used successfully to investigate how

consumer preferences can cause over-fishing of the

targeted species, but not to investigate the effects of

bycatch. Hence, in this work, the coupled bio-

economic model developed by Quaas & Requate

(2013) is extended to include bycatch in harvesting in

order to investigate the combined effects of bycatch

and human behaviour. This model consists of a multi-

species stock-based ecosystem module and an econ-

omy model in which consumers and harvesting firms

determine harvests by maximizing their utility and

profits, respectively, which in turn depend on the

current state of the ecosystem.

To answer the question posed in the title, if bycatch

should be considered in economic modelling of

fisheries, conditions are determined under which the

model results are independent of the amount of

bycatch. Furthermore, it is shown that bycatch can

significantly increase the fishing mortality, increasing

the risk of catastrophic over-fishing, but also may have

dramatic effects on the harvesting firms.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:

First a detailed explanation of the new model,

extended from Quaas & Requate (2013) to include

bycatch, is given. Following the model description,

results are shown for different bycatch intensities, in

addition to targeted catch, and keeping the total catch

per firm constant. In the final section, these results are

discussed, followed by concluding remarks as to the

importance of the results for fisheries management.

Model design

In order to investigate the consequences of interac-

tions in harvesting between species caused by bycatch,

these need to be disentangled from interactions

between species stemming from ecological properties

of the species, or preferences for certain proportions of

species in consumption. Only if all of these avenues of

interaction between species are included in the model

can the direct effects of bycatch be distinguished from

those caused by indirect effects from market adjust-

ments. With this aim, an existing model from the

literature (Quaas & Requate, 2013) which includes

interaction between the demand for different species

was extended to also include technological interaction

in harvesting and ecosystem interaction between

species. With these extensions, the model was then

fully solved, determining the full equations of motion

for the coupled system.

In order to accommodate empirical evidence on the

limited willingness of consumers to substitute one

species for another in consumption (Barten & Betten-

dorf, 1989; Asche et al., 1997; Fousekis & Revell,

2004), the Dixit–Stiglitz utility function (Dixit &

Stiglitz, 1977) is chosen by Quaas & Requate (2013).

The parameter r in that function can be interpreted as

the preferences for a diversity in the consumption of

fish. The addition of bycatch does not change the

utility function, but it does create a further restriction

on the household optimisation problem in addition to

the (unchanged) budget constraint. In contrast to the

case without bycatch, the ratio in which species are
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supplied is not necessarily free, but may be restricted

by the properties of the harvesting gear. The firm

optimisation problem is changed to properly reflect the

extra harvests achieved with each gear. The number of

firms employing a specific combination of vessel type

and gear, a certain métier, depends on the prices and

quantities of all species that are caught using that

vessel and gear combination. Therefore, market prices

are not only related through the demand function, but

also through the available harvesting technology. The

ecosystem portion of the model is based on Baumgärt-

ner et al. (2011). The fish stocks are represented by a

standard multi-species biomass growth model. While

ecological interactions between species can be

included in the model, the parametrisation used in

this paper excludes them.

Ecosystem properties

The ecosystem contains �i species, which are modelled

using stock variables to measure the current amount of

biomass of each species relative to the ecosystem’s

carrying capacity for each species. Stocks are denoted

by x with indexes for species i 2 I, where I is the set of

all species I ¼ ½1;�i� \ Z. Species are assumed to grow

each period due to intrinsic growth git and are

diminished by harvests Hit. This change in stocks is

modelled by differential equations, determining the

dynamics of the model.

_xit ¼ gitðxtÞ � Hit ð1Þ

The vector of ecosystem stocks x completely deter-

mines the state of the model. The other variables are

modelled as adjusting instantaneously to changed

stocks in each period. Their adjustment processes are

not resolved within the model. In the following, all

variables without a time index, are taken to be

contemporary.

Intrinsic growth is represented by the logistic

growth function giðxÞ, which depends on the entire

vector of stocks, due to possible interactions between

species, which are measured by the species-specific

interaction vectors ci. It is possible for intrinsic growth

to become negative, if stocks fall below minimum

viable population levels

giðxÞ ¼ riðxi � xiÞ 1 � cix
ji

� �
: ð2Þ

Harvesting properties

Per period harvests of each species are the result of

choices made by the economic actors within the

model. As such harvesting pressure is not an exoge-

nously set parameter, but is endogenously determined

depending on the state of the ecosystem, available

harvesting gear and vessel types and consumer

preferences.

The component of the model describing the

harvests includes �k métiers. In the context of this

model, a métier encompasses all that is necessary for

the fisher to harvest which is not dependent on the

effort i.e. all upfront investments that are necessary to

start operating. This includes fishing gear, vessel,

license costs and similar expenditures. Each firm is

assumed to employ a single vessel with a single gear

type. While individual firms may not change their

métier, the economy wide fleet size for each métier is

dynamic. The change of gear in use occurs through

market entry and exit of firms performing different

métiers. Métiers are indexed by k 2 K, where K is the

set of all métiers K ¼ ½1; �k� \ Z. Each has a certain

target species, but may also catch other species

present, as bycatch.

In the case without bycatch, it is assumed that the

market supports at most one métier per targeted

species.

Assumption 1 �k ¼ �i

To arrive at this assumption it can be imagined that

initially there are more métiers practised. However,

for each species, one gear and vessel combination will

be the most efficient at harvesting that species.

Implying that firms practising these most efficient

métiers will be able to sell at lower prices, compared to

those practising less efficient métiers, driving them out

of the market. As the different species are imperfect

substitutes in consumption, one métier per species will

be left.

Total harvest Hi of species i is calculated as the

number of firms practising métier k (nk) multiplied by

the per firm harvest of species i practising métier k

(hik) summed over all métiers.
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Hi ¼
X�k
k ¼ 1

nkhikðek; xiÞ ð3Þ

The per firm harvest is described by a generalized

Gordon–Schaefer production function (Clark, 1990).

It is a function of the effort employed by firms

practising the métier ek and the stock being harvested

xi. Harvesting effort ek experiences diminishing

returns, governed by the returns to effort �. However,

harvest is not only determined per species as in Quaas

& Requate (2013), but also per métier. The fisher may

choose the métier k, but she has no direct control of

species of fish she catches. Hence, the total amount

harvested of a specific species i (Hi) depends on the

effort ek made practising all métiers k capable of

catching that species (k 2 fKjmik [ 0g). The gear

effect is governed by the gear matrix m. The elements

of which (mik) specify the catchability for each of

species i by métier k.

hikðek; xiÞ ¼ mike
�
kvðxiÞ ð4Þ

The métiers and species are indexed in such a way that

the lth métier has the lth species as its target. It is

assumed that each métier is the most efficient for its

target. This implies that in the lth row m written as mi¼l

the largest element will be at the lth position.

Assumption 2 arg maxk mi¼l ¼ l : k 2 K

In the case of perfectly targeted harvesting, i.e. no

bycatch, m is a diagonal matrix and Assumption 2 is

trivially satisfied. The diagonal elements of m specify

the métier efficiency for the harvest of each species.

Each species is harvested by a single métier and

activity in that métier does not yield harvests for other

species. More formally hik [ 0 for k ¼ i and hik ¼ 0

otherwise. Conversely, in the case with bycatch,

modelled in this paper, any métier may catch any

species i.e. hik � 08k 2 K; i 2 I subject to Assump-

tion 2. In both cases, it is assumed that no useless

métiers exist. A useless métier would be less efficient

than an existing one at harvesting the same species in

the same ratio or would yield no harvest at all given the

current stock levels. This implies that the product of

the stock-dependent harvesting efficiency, described

below, and the gear efficiency matrix has full rank.

Assumption 3 rankðvmÞ ¼ �k

Species abundance influences the harvest returns

per effort through the harvestability function viðxiÞ.
The harvestability function captures changes in har-

vest yield due to changing stocks. A less abundant

species is more difficult to catch compared to one with

high stock levels.

viðxiÞ ¼ x
vi
i ð5Þ

In the following viðxiÞ will be abbreviated as vi. A

further shorthand v (no index) is used in some of the

derivations in the appendix and in Assumption 3. It

specifies a square matrix containing the vi along the

diagonal and zeros off the diagonal.

The effort of each firm is determined under the

assumption of perfect markets for harvested goods and

labour. Each firm takes stock levels xi, prices pi and

wages x as fixed and maximizes individual short-term

profits. Fixed costs associated with harvesting /k are

determined by the métier practised. The representative

firm per métier then solves the following profit-

maximizing problem in order to determine their effort

level ek.

max
ek

X�i
i ¼ 1

hikðek; xiÞpi � xek � /k ð6Þ

Due to the assumed perfect markets, firms’ profits will

be zero. This in conjunction with profit maximization

results in the zero-profit optimal métier-specific effort

level e�k , the derivation of which can be found in

Appendix A.

e�k ¼
/k

x
�

1 � �
ð7Þ

The optimal effort level differs for individual métiers

as each métier is assumed to have specific positive

fixed costs /k. Substituting e�k into the harvesting

production function (4) yields the per firm métier-

specific equilibrium harvest

hikðxiÞ ¼ mike
��
k vðxiÞ : ð8Þ

Household properties

Households are modelled by a single representative

household. The household’s preferences over con-

sumption of fish Q and a numeraire commodity y are

formalized in the household utility function.
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UðQ; yÞ ¼
yþ a

g
g� 1

Q
g�1
g for g 6¼ 1

yþ a lnQ for g ¼ 1

8<
: ð9Þ

The parameter g[ 0 describes the constant demand

elasticity of fish, while a� 0 measures the relative

importance of fish consumption in overall consump-

tion. The household’s preferences over the available

species of fish are modelled using a Dixit–Stiglitz

utility function (Dixit & Stiglitz, 1977).

Q ¼ QðqÞ ¼
X�i
i¼1

q
r�1
r
i

 ! r
r�1

ð10Þ

The elasticity of substituting between consumption

levels of different species qi is measured by r[ 0.

Perfect substitution would be achieved for r ! 1,

while lower values indicate limited substitutability of

fish species in consumption.

The representative household maximizes (9),

choosing y and the qi subject to the household budget

constraint:

x ¼ yþ
X�i
i¼1

piqi ð11Þ

In each period, the household receives income from

providing labour to the fisheries and manufacturing

sectors. All household income x is spent either on fish,

according to the amounts consumed qi and prices pi, or

on a manufactured good y the price of which has been

normalised to one. To keep the analysis tractable, no

saving or other capital accumulation is possible in the

model. The manufactured good is taken to represent

all other consumption, besides fish. The wage rate x is

determined by the marginal productivity of labour.

This is defined by the production function of the

numeraire commodity, which is shown in the follow-

ing section.

As species are not supplied independently, due to

the introduction of bycatch in harvesting, the goods

market clearing condition implies an additional

restriction on household demand, not present in Quaas

& Requate (2013).

qi ¼ Hi ¼
X�k
k ¼ 1

nkhikðxiÞ ð12Þ

Furthermore, basic realism forbids contemplating

negative firms. This is formalized by the non-nega-

tivity conditions on each of the �k numbers of firms

variables nk.

nk � 0 ð13Þ

As it is not known ex ante if this condition will be

binding or not, it cannot be simplified to an equality.

In order to solve the household optimisation

problem under these conditions, the Kuhn–Tucker

conditions are used (Kuhn, 2014). To simplify the

analysis, the goods market clearing condition (12) is

substituted into the sub-utility for fish (10) and the

budget restriction is reformulated.

~Q ¼ ~QðnÞ ¼
X�i
i¼1

X�k
k¼1

nkhikðxiÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

qi

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

r�1
r

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

r
r�1

ð14Þ

ck ¼ e�kxþ /k

¼ /k 1 þ �

1 � �

� � ð15Þ

Hereby the ck represents the operating costs of each

firm of type k. The firm costs do not depend on any

variables as it is assumed that firms operate at the zero-

profit profit-maximizing level (7). Given that firms

operate at this equilibrium level, the sum of costs

multiplied with the number of firms must equal the

sum of prices multiplied by consumed amounts of

species.

X�k
k¼1

cknk ¼
X�i
i¼1

piqi ð16Þ

This is substituted into (11) to yield the reformulated

budget constraint.

y ¼ x�
X�k
k¼1

cknk ð17Þ

The representative household now chooses the type

and number of bundles of fish in order to maximize
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utility. Bundles consist of certain amounts of each

harvestable species. The composition of the bundles is

defined by equilibrium output of a single firm of each

type hkðxÞ.

hkðxÞ ¼

h1kðx1Þ
..
.

h�ikðx�iÞ

0
BB@

1
CCA ð18Þ

The Lagrangian of the household optimisation prob-

lem then is

LðnÞ ¼ x�
X�k
k¼1

cknk

þ a
g

g� 1

X�i
i¼1

X�k
k¼1

nkhikðxiÞ
 !r�1

r
0
@

1
A

r
r�1

g�1
g

�
X�k
k¼1

kkð�nkÞ

:

ð19Þ

As lnðQÞ is the continuous extension of g
g�1

Q
g�1
g the

first-order conditions derived using the above equation

also extend to the case g ¼ 1. The first-order condi-

tions are

dLðnÞ
dnk

¼ 0 ð20Þ

kk � 0 ð21Þ

�nk � 0 ð22Þ

�kknk ¼ 0 : ð23Þ

To determine the solution to the household optimisa-

tion problem, it is split into cases depending on the

number of métiers practised. The cases considered are

1. All métiers are practised

2. Only one métier is practised

3. Not all métiers are practised, but more than one

In order to keep the analysis simple, for the remainder

of this paper only two species and métiers are

considered. This removes the third case from

consideration.

Assumption 4 �k ¼ �i ¼ 2

Case 1: All Métiers practised

For the case where none of the non-negativity

conditions are binding, the restriction can simply be

omitted and the solution to the household optimisation

problem can be found using a basic Lagrangian

approach. The derivation of the household demand

function for individual species of fish can be found in

Appendix B.1. This function relates the amount of

each species demanded (and consumed) to the prices

of all available species.

qi ¼ agp�r
i

X�i
i0¼1

p1�r
i0

 !r�g
1�r

ð24Þ

The household demand function in this case is

unaffected by the bycatch introduced into harvesting,

and is therefore equal to the one found in Quaas &

Requate (2013). The derivation of prices and number

of active firms, however, is somewhat more compli-

cated, due to the additional interrelation of prices and

number of firms on the supply side.

The number of active firms in this case is found by

solving the goods market clearing conditions for each

of the �i species simultaneously. The number of firms

per métier is then determined by solving the corre-

sponding linear system of equations.

n ¼ nA�1nb ð25Þ

The components of the linear system of equations are

given by

nA ¼ mdiagðe��Þ
nb ¼ v�1ðxÞqðpÞ
nbi ¼ v�1ðxiÞqiðpÞ

:

The derivation of the above can be found in Appendix

B.3.

For the case with only two species and métiers, i.e.

Assumption 4 holds, the solution to the linear system

of equations determining the number of firms practis-

ing each métier can be written as follows:

n1ðqðpÞÞ ¼
m22v2q1ðpÞ � m12v1q2ðpÞ
e��1 v1v2ðm11m22 � m12m21Þ

ð26Þ
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n2ðqðpÞÞ ¼
m11v1q2ðpÞ � m21v2q1ðpÞ
e��2 v1v2ðm11m22 � m12m21Þ

ð27Þ

In the case of all métiers being practised, prices will

equal average production costs of the harvesting firms.

Prices are determined by solving the zero-profit

conditions of all �k métiers simultaneously. This yields

prices as the solution of a linear system of equations.

p ¼ pA�1pb ð28Þ

The components of which are defined as follows:

pA ¼ m|v

pb ¼

pb1

..

.

pb�k

0
BB@

1
CCA

pbk ¼ /k 1 þ �

1 � �

� � /k

x
�

1 � �

� ���

:

The derivation of the individual components can be

found in Appendix B.2. Deriving prices in this way

requires Assumption 1.

In the case with only two species and two métiers is

considered, i.e. Assumption 4 holds, the solution to

the above linear system of equations can be written as

follows:

p1 ¼ ðv1Þ
�1ðm11m22 � m12m21Þ�1ðm22

pb1 � m21
pb2Þ

ð29Þ

p2 ¼ ðv2Þ
�1ðm11m22 � m12m21Þ�1ðm11

pb2 � m12
pb1Þ :

ð30Þ

Case 2: Only One Métier Practised

With only one métier practised, the household opti-

misation problem is simplified from the one with �k
choice variables to only one. This is achieved by using

the fact that the number of active firms for all other

métiers is zero. The demand for the bundle of

harvested goods produced by the single métier is

given by Eq. (31), the derivation of which can be found

in Appendix A.

nk ¼ c
�g
k ag

X�i
i¼1

hikðxiÞ
r�1
r

 !ðg�1Þr
r�1

ð31Þ

The demand for individual species follows from the

goods market clearing condition (12), where nk is

replaced by the above demand function and hikðxiÞ is

given by (8).

qi ¼ nkhikðxiÞ

¼ agc�g
k hikðxiÞ

X�i
i¼1

hikðxiÞ
r�1
r

 !ðg�1Þr
r�1 ð32Þ

Prices can then be determined using the inverse

demand function, which is obtained during the

derivation of the demand function for Case 1 in

Appendix B.1

pi ¼ aq
�1

r
i Q

g�1
g �r�1

r : ð33Þ

Switching between cases

The conditions for switching between these two cases

are derived from the first-order conditions of the

household optimisation problem. Per Eq. (23), when-

ever the number of active firms for a specific métier k

becomes zero the corresponding slip parameter kk
becomes greater than zero. Given Assumption 4, it

can be assumed without further loss of generality that

Métier 1 is the one not practised, while Métier 2 is

practised. More formally n1 ¼ 0 and hence k1 [ 0

while n2 [ 0 and k2 ¼ 0. Substituting this into (20)

yields the condition for the number of firms practising

métier 1 to be zero.

0[
X�i
i¼1

vimi2ð Þ
r�1
r

mi1
mi2

� 1

� �
ð34Þ

The derivation of (34) can be found in Appendix B.5.

Given Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, in a parametrisation

without bycatch, all métiers would be practised in

order to maximize welfare. This can be seen from (34)

as follows: In the case without bycatch the elements of

m off the diagonal (miki 6¼ k) would be zero, causing at

least one of the factors in each term of the sum to

become zero and hence the entire sum to be zero, this

would violate the condition for inactivity of a single

métier. If parametrised in such a way, the model
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replicates those described in Quaas et al. (2013) and

Quaas & Requate (2013).

An exception to the above is the extinction of a

species. In this case, without bycatch, the métier

targeting the extinct species would yield no harvest at

all, violating Assumption 3. To continue iteration of

the model in this case, it is reparametrised to exclude

the extinct species and the useless métier, ensuring

that Assumption 3 is satisfied once more. This method

is employed after the first extinction event shown in

Fig. 1.

Labour market and the numeraire commodity

The representative household supplies an amount of

labour normalised to unity. This labour can either be

employed in the harvesting sector, as effort e, or in the

manufacture of the numeraire commodity y. The latter

is produced with labour as its sole input and constant

labour productivity equal to the wage rate x. As a

perfect labour market is assumed, the amount of

labour employed in each of the sectors will balance

such that the marginal productivity of labour is equal

in both.

Given the effort levels determined for the harvest-

ing sector, and the costs associated with the métiers,

the production of the numeraire commodity is deter-

mined by the labour productivity (equal to the wage

rate x) multiplied by the amount of labour available to

the manufacturing sector minus economy-wide fixed

costs of harvesting, closing the model

y ¼ x 1 �
X�k
k¼1

nke
�
k

 !
�
X�k
k¼1

nk/k : ð35Þ

Parametrisation

The standard parametrisation of the model used in this

section is shown in Table 1. The model includes two

species which are harvested, without bycatch, by two

métiers. Bycatch is added later in the analysis and the

results compared to the standard parametrisation. The

first species has a higher intrinsic growth rate and is

easier to harvest compared to the second species. The

species are not prone to intrinsic stock collapse and do

not compete for resources, i.e. the species grow

independently of each other. Métier 1 is associated

with higher fixed costs compared to Métier 2.

Household preferences allow for some substitution

between fish species. A low weight of fish consump-

tion in utility was chosen for the standard parametri-

sation to ensure that the stocks are not immediately

depleted.

Species’ intrinsic growth rates are chosen for

demonstration purposes but are broadly in line with

the motivation. Interspecies competition and mini-

mum population thresholds are parametrised out of the

model in order to not confuse results. The carrying

capacities of both species have been normalised to

one. The ecosystem parametrisation impacts the

model results through the relative differences in stock

growth. In the chosen parametrisation, the only

difference in growth comes from the intrinsic growth

rates. As the household would ideally consume equal

amounts of each species, the price for the more

productive species will be lower.

Positive fixed costs / ensure positive harvesting

effort in the firm optimisation problem. The wage and

hence the price of the numeraire commodity are

normalised to unity. The métier-specific harvesting

efficiencies are chosen to balance the intrinsic growth

rates of the species. In the standard parametrisation,

bycatch harvesting efficiencies are set to zero.

The choice of g ¼ 1 and r ¼ 2 follows Quaas &

Requate (2013). These values ensure limited substi-

tutability between the consumption of fish species i.e.

a preference to substitute reduced consumption of one

species by another fish species instead of the

numeraire commodity. Values of r[ 1 ensure that

the marginal utility of species i remains positive even

if the consumption of another species becomes zero.

Furthermore, g ¼ 1 ensures that if only one métier is

practised, the number of firms practising that métier is

independent of the bycatch intensity. Thereby the

direct effect of bycatch can be observed in results

without adjustment in the number of firms.

The coastal fisheries in the German Bight are the

real world motivation for the parametrisation. This

fishery mainly targets two species, plaice and sole,

where one species, plaice, is typically larger than the

other, sole. This implies that plaice can be caught with

near perfect selectivity as a mesh size aimed at

catching plaice will allow sole to pass through. The

same cannot be said when targeting sole. In that case, a

smaller mesh size is necessary, catching both species.

This bycatch structure implies that the top right entry

of the gear matrix m12 (the catch of Species 1 by Métier
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2) is positive. The effects of this are is discussed in the

following sections.

Condition for no effect of bycatch

An interesting analytical result can be derived from the

model equations. As prices are directly linked with

harvests and hence stocks, if prices do not change in
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Fig. 1 Simulation results without (left column) and with

bycatch (m12 ¼ 0:24 other columns) with different economic

adjustment behaviours enabled. Left column: full model

interactions, no bycatch. Centre left column: number of firms

fixed to no bycatch levels, no endogenous behaviour by

economic actors. Prices can not be determined for this setting,

as markets are not allowed to function. Centre right column:

number of firms and prices fixed to no bycatch levels,

endogenous effort choice by harvesters. Right column: full

model interactions. For all columns, the importance of fish

consumption in household utility has been increased to make the

results more visible (a ¼ 0:8). All other parameters as in

Table 1
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response to a change in harvesting efficiency the other

variables will also remain constant. The condition for

this (36), called ‘‘the condition for no effect of

bycatch’’ below, is obtained by setting the derivatives

of one of the prices to m1k equal to the derivative of m2k.

If there is to be no effect, the derivatives of the two

parameters being simultaneously changed need to

cancel each other out. This is shown in Appendix C.

/1

/2

¼ m11 þ m21

m12 þ m22

� � 1
1��

ð36Þ

This condition drives the results showing that it is

possible for the direct and indirect effects of bycatch to

perfectly balance each other out.

Implementation

Further qualitative results are obtained from the model

by observing the dynamics. Results regarding the

direct and indirect effects of bycatch are shown by

iterating the model equations over time and investi-

gating the global equilibria also known as steady states

of the model. To this end, the analytically derived

equations of the model are implemented in the R

programming language (R Core Team, 2017). Steady

states are then determined using the R package

rootSolve (Soetaert & Herman, 2009, Chap. 7). To

determine the effect that additional bycatch has on the

model results, the interior equilibria of the model are

investigated. This equilibrium is stable with both

stocks present. The model contains a number of other

stable equilibria, most notably the asymmetric

stable equilibria, where one species survives while

the other is extinct, and of course total extinction.

Results

To fully determine the effect that bycatch has not only

on ecosystem stocks, but also on economic variables,

the model introduced above incorporates economic

activities as well as ecosystem properties in a fully

coupled manner. Thereby model results show the

indirect effects of bycatch in addition to the direct

changes in harvesting efficiency. These indirect

effects are the results of the fisheries market adjusting

to changes in harvesting costs, resulting from changed

harvesting efficiencies (the direct effects). These

adjustment processes are revealed in the responses of

Table 1 Standard

parameter values used in

this paper

This parametrisation does

not include bycatch as the

elements of m off the

diagonal are zero.

Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4

are all satisfied by this

parametrisation

Symbol Description Value

Ecosystem parameters

�i Number of species 2

�k Number of harvesting métiers 2

r Species-specific intrinsic growth rates ð1:2; 0:5Þ|

j Species-specific carrying capacity ð1; 1Þ|

x Species-specific minimum viable population ð0; 0Þ|

c Interspecies resource competition matrix 10

01

 !

Harvesting firms parameters

x Wage rate 1

� Returns to effort 0.5

m Métier- and species-specific harvesting efficiency 10

00:4

 !

v Species-specific stock dependent harvesting efficiency ð0:33; 0:33Þ|

/ Métier-specific fixed costs ð0:8; 0:25Þ|

Household parameters

a Importance of fish consumption in household utility 0.4

g Substitution elasticity of fish consumption 1

r Substitution elasticity between fish species 2
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prices and number of firms practising specific métiers

to changing harvesting efficiencies. The economic

adjustment processes are assumed to be instantaneous

compared to the more slowly adjusting ecosystem

stocks. Hence the short- and long-term results of

different levels of bycatch may differ significantly

until a global equilibrium, also known as a steady

state, of the model is reached.

The key result derived from the model is that the

total effect of bycatch may strongly differ from the

direct effect. This is especially the case when more

than one period is considered, as the adjustment

processes causing the indirect effects not only depend

on parameters but also on (changing) stock levels.

Hence, the deviation between predictions may com-

pound over time. An example of how the indirect

effects alter outcomes and the difference between

estimates of the impact of bycatch is shown in Fig. 1

for ecosystem stocks and selected economic variables.

For these model runs, consumer demand for fish was

increased to better illustrate the result (a ¼ 0:8). The

leftmost column shows how the ecosystem stocks and

economic variables adjust in response to each other

under the assumption of perfect selectivity. The only

interactions between the harvests of the two species in

this case stem from consumer preferences. For the

centre left column, bycatch is added to Métier 2

(m12 ¼ 0:24), while the number of harvesters practis-

ing each métier is fixed to the levels derived without

bycatch. This shows the direct results of bycatch on

stocks over time, omitting any economic adjustment.

Prices cannot be determined in this context, as markets

are not allowed to adjust such that demand and supply

equal. As is to be expected, the increased harvesting

efficiency for Species 1 causes its stocks to decline,

while harvests of the other species, not impacted by

bycatch, remain constant. For the centre right column,

some economic behaviour is enabled. There, har-

vesters’ effort level is endogenously determined,

maximizing profits given the fixed prices taken from

the no bycatch case. Even this limited economic

behaviour significantly changes results compared to

the previous simulations. Finally, in the rightmost

column, economic variables are fully endogenous.

The market for harvested products adjusts to the

higher overall harvesting efficiency of Métier 2. The

immediate response is that a significantly larger

number of firms choose to practice this now more

attractive métier compared to the no bycatch scenario.

As the total amount of labour available to the fishing

sector is limited, this causes a corresponding drop in

the number of firms practising the other métier. This

simultaneous drop in the use of Métier 1 causes a drop

in harvests of Species 1. This overcompensates the

added harvesting of Species 1 from bycatch in the use

of Métier 2. As a result total harvests of Species 1 are

lower than in the no bycatch case on the far left, even

though overall harvesting efficiency has increased.

The continuing adjustments over time are a response

to changing ecosystem stocks. Changed stocks impact

the market as they make up part of the harvesting

costs. This can be observed in the strongly increasing

prices, as stocks are depleted. However, the increase in

prices is not sufficient to deter consumers, leading to

the complete depletion of both species in this scenario.

This extreme outcome is partly caused by the high

relative importance of fish consumption in utility for

these illustrations (a ¼ 0:8). For lower values of that

parameters, the increase in prices is sufficient for

consumers to reduce consumption, reducing harvests.

In those cases, interior equilibria exist.

A second result relates to the interior equilibria or

steady states of the model, depending on various

bycatch intensities. In this context, decreases in the

target harvesting efficiency with increasing bycatch

are also considered. The stable interior equilibria for

varying levels of the bycatch harvesting efficiency of

Métier 2, i.e. the efficiency of catching Species 1 by

Métier 2 are shown in the left column of Fig. 2, where

the bycatch harvesting intensity of Métier 2 (m12) is

depicted along the horizontal axis. All other param-

eters including the preference for fish consumption are

set according to Table 1. The progression of stock

levels in response to increasing bycatch intensity

further illustrates the previous result. Instead of the

stock of Species 1 decreasing with increasing harvest-

ing efficiency for that species, it is instead the stock of

Species 2 that is more strongly affected. Stocks of

Species 1 are even increasing for a large parameter

range. This adjustment is caused by the economic

actors optimizing given each of the parametrisations.

Higher harvesting efficiency of Métier 2 makes it more

profitable, increasing the corresponding number of

firms (keeping profits zero), and correspondingly

increasing harvests of both species. The increased

harvests drive down prices. Thereby, simultaneously,

Métier 1 becomes comparatively less profitable,

reducing the number of firms practising it. This in
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turn decreases harvesting pressure for Species 1. The

latter effect overcompensates the direct effect of the

increased harvesting efficiency for that species,

yielding larger stocks. This type of adjustment breaks

down when Métier 1 is completely abandoned

(m12 � 0:28), which occurs when the condition for

switching between cases (34) is met. In that domain,

most indirect adjustment mechanisms are no longer

active. Hence, the direct effect of changes in the

harvesting efficiency for the single métier can be

observed.

The above effect is primarily driven by the increase

in profitability of the métier with bycatch. However,

given that the capacity of a fishing vessel is fixed, the
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Fig. 2 Interior equilibrium values of the model for stocks,

prices, harvests and number of firms, given fully endogenous

economic variables. Bycatch harvesting efficiency of Métier 2

(m12) is depicted along the horizontal axis. For the left column,

all other parameters are kept at their default values (Table 1).

For the centre and right columns, increases in the bycatch

harvesting efficiency of Métier 2 are offset by decreases in the

targeted harvesting efficiency of the same métier. Fixed costs of

harvesting are adjusted to satisfy Eq. (36)
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increase in harvesting efficiency of a métier for a

specific species may be associated with a decrease in

the targeted harvest, keeping the total harvesting

efficiency of a given métier
P

i mik constant. The long-

term steady states, when bycatch is introduced with

this restriction on overall harvesting efficiency, are

shown in the centre column of Fig. 2. These results are

dominated by the direct effect of the changed

harvesting efficiencies of Métier 2 (increasing for

Species 1, decreasing for Species 2). The indirect

effects, i.e. changes in the number of firms practising

each of the métiers, are not strong enough in this case

to overcome the direct effects. This shows that while

the indirect effects can significantly alter outcomes,

their strength depends on the specific manner in which

bycatch changes harvesting properties. This can be

seen as a limitation of the previous result.

An analytical result of the model is the condition on

model parameters under which direct and indirect

effects perfectly balance each other shown by Eq. (36).

It specifies the relationship between métier fixed costs,

harvesting efficiencies and returns to effort in har-

vesting that must hold for bycatch to not change long-

term steady states. The right column of Fig. 2 shows

the long run steady states of the model, with fix costs

adjusted to satisfy condition (36). From these, a

limitation of this condition is immediately apparent: as

before, indirect effects are only present while both

métiers are practised. For bycatch intensities where

only Métier 2 is practised, only the direct effects of

changes in the harvesting efficiencies are left.

Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, the impact of bycatch is investigated in

the context of ecosystem stocks developing over

multiple periods with fishers and consumers acting

independently to achieve their respective goals. The

addition of the further source of interaction between

harvested amounts of different species causes signif-

icant changes in model dynamics and equilibria. These

changes are partly due to the direct effect of the

increased total harvesting efficiency for individual

species and partly due to indirectly caused changes in

harvesting effort by fishers. With the model presented

in this paper, it is possible to investigate both direct

and indirect effects simultaneously and determine

their relative importance. The model presented is to

my knowledge the first to include interactions between

harvested species within the ecosystem, in harvesting

and in consumer demand in a single analytically

solvable model.

The main adjustment mechanism within the model,

causing indirect effects on harvesting pressure, is

through prices for individual species on the consumer

market and fleet sizes. Based on straight forward

relationships between ecosystem stocks, harvesting

costs and prices, the latter adjust to changing stocks,

varying over time and parametrisations. Consumer

demand in turn takes into account not only the prices

of individual species but also of substitutes. Fleet sizes

then adjust in order for supply to meet demand.

Independently of bycatch, this effect has the potential

to cause significantly increased harvesting pressures

on individual species, as the availability of others

decline (Quaas & Requate, 2013). With the inclusion

of bycatch this effect is exasperated, as increased

prices not only increase harvesting pressures for the

individual species, but also for bycatch species.

In much of the literature concerning multi-species

fisheries, these indirect effects are either omitted either

by only considering single periods or by the assump-

tion that prices do not respond to changes in harvests

even if multiple periods are considered (e.g. Herrera,

2005; Singh & Weninger, 2009; Holland, 2010).

Where the focus is entirely on the short-term choices

of fishers (e.g. Boyce, 1996; Abbott & Wilen, 2009)

this is a reasonable approach. The fisher choice

problem within this paper is modelled in a similar

way. But doing so, without a dynamic component in

the model, precludes the analysis of longer term

implications of the harvesting choices thereby derived.

Conversely, the literature focused on the importance

of consumer choice in multi-species fisheries have so

far omitted bycatch (e.g. Baumgärtner et al., 2011;

Quaas & Requate, 2013). The main contribution of

this paper to the literature then is in demonstrating the

importance of these interrelated interactions between

harvested species and identifying a special case where

these effects cancel each other out. This cancellation

of effects rests on the assumption of free entry and exit

on the fisheries market. Any barriers to entry, such as

long-term capital investments into vessels, would

negate this result.

Hence, with regard to the development of manage-

ment methods using economic models, aside from the
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special cases given by the conditions for no effect of

bycatch, it appears to be necessary to take not only

bycatch into account, but also the other sources of

interaction between different species identified in this

paper. If management measures are designed without

these considered, the decision maker is implicitly

under the impression that each species can be managed

independently. However, due to these avenues of

interaction between different species, a policy aimed

at one will have cross-impacts on other species present

in the ecosystem. The most likely result of this would

be over-harvesting. For example, consider an abun-

dant species being harvested by a métier that,

unknown to the decision maker, also has a large

bycatch of a more fragile species. In this case, the

determined management measure on practising that

métier would be too lax, leading to over-fishing of the

bycatch species. To avoid such outcomes, this model

can be used to determine optimal fisheries manage-

ment while taking bycatch and its direct and indirect

effects into account.

The answer to the question posed in the title, if

bycatch should be considered in modelling the inter-

actions of fisheries, fishers and consumers therefore is

the classical economist’s answer: ‘‘It depends’’. It

depends on the strength of the bycatch inherent in the

métiers to be modelled. It also depends on the

variables of interest to the modeller. While the error

made for stocks, harvests and prices by omitting

bycatch may be small, or even zero in special cases, it

may be large for the number of firms. It may even

change qualitative results such as the survival of

species and which métiers are practised. While

changes in the number of active firms are not of

immediate importance regarding ecosystem manage-

ment, they imply changes in employment which tends

to be important to decisions makers in general. This is

especially the case where the number of firms is

declining, implying decreased opportunity for

employment in this sector. As the condition for

bycatch to have no effect on stocks, harvests and

prices is quite narrow a more general answer is ‘‘yes’’.
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